Prevalence of Drug Injection, Sexual Activity, Tattooing, and Piercing Among Prison Inmates
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Prisoners engage in a range of risk behaviors that can lead to the transmission of viral infections, such as HIV, hepatitis B and hepatitis C. In this review, we summarize the epidemiologic literature from 2007 to 2017 on 4 key risk behaviors for human immunodeficiency virus and hepatitis C virus among prisoners globally: drug injection, sexual activity, tattooing, and piercing. Of 9,303 peer-reviewed and 4,150 gray literature publications, 140 and 14, respectively, met inclusion criteria covering 53 countries (28%). Regions with high levels of injection drug use were Asia Pacific (20.2%), Eastern Europe and Central Asia (17.3%), and Latin America and the Caribbean (11.3%), although the confidence interval for Latin America was high. Low levels of injection drug use in prison were found in African regions. The highest levels of sexual activity in prison were in Europe and North America (12.1%) and West and Central Africa (13.6%); low levels were reported from the Middle East and North African regions (1.5%). High levels of tattooing were reported from Europe and North America (14.7%), Asia Pacific (21.4%), and Latin America (45.4%). Prisons are burdened with a high prevalence of infectious diseases and risk behaviors for transmission of these diseases, and, commonly, a striking lack of evidence-based infection control measures, even when such measures are available in the surrounding community. Given that most prisoners return to these communities, failure to implement effective responses has repercussions not only prisoner health but also for public health.
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Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; HBV, hepatitis B virus; HCV, hepatitis C virus; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; IDU, injection drug use; MSM, men who have sex with men; PWID, people who inject drugs.

INTRODUCTION

Prisoners engage in a range of risk behaviors that can cause the transmission of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis B virus (HBV), and hepatitis C virus (HCV). These behaviors include sharing contaminated syringes, unsafe sex, tattooing, and skin piercing. Objective indications of the occurrence of risk behaviors by inmates are positive urinalysis results indicating drug use (though not necessarily via injection), and finding drugs and injecting paraphernalia. Analysis of the contents of syringes confiscated from Australian prisoners confirmed injection had occurred, because HCV RNA was detected (1). Analysis of wastewater from Spanish prisons detected metabolites of drugs (2), although the route of drug administration is unknown. Finding contraband tattooing and piercing equipment confirms these risk behaviors occur (3). Prisons continue to be settings where HIV prevalence is many-fold higher than in the surrounding communities (4). The world prison census was about 10.2 million in 2013; of these prisoners, 3.8% had HIV, 15.1% had HCV, and 4.8% had chronic HBV infection. These infections are influenced by the overrepresentation of people who inject drugs (PWID) and men who have sex with men (MSM) in prison (4). Most prisoners are male, accounting for 80%–95% of prison populations (5).

Low rates of HIV transmission within prisons are reported in most studies (4), although several large outbreaks have been the result of drug injection. In Lithuania’s Alytus prison, an HIV outbreak resulted in 284 inmates being infected in 6 months, doubling the number of national HIV cases (6, 7). An outbreak in a Russian prison in Nizhnekamsk resulted in more than 400 of 1,824 inmates acquiring HIV, again in a brief period (8). In Ukraine, an HIV outbreak was attributed to unprotected sex
and drug injection in prison (9). Small HIV outbreaks from drug injection and/or sex occurred in Scotland (10) and Australia (11), where 12 and 4 inmates, respectively, were infected even though HIV prevalence was very low. Although these studies are old, there are no more recent reports of outbreaks.

According to a prospective study of HCV transmission in New South Wales prisons, the HCV incidence is 14.08 per 100 person-years among PWID (12). Tattooing was identified as an independent risk factor for in-prison HCV transmission (13, 14). In the United States, Georgia’s prison system recorded an outbreak of 7 cases of hepatitis B in 2001 that were attributed to sex (15). Piercing in prison and penile implantation, the insertion of beads under the skin, may transmit HIV (16, 17).

A comprehensive review of risk behaviors in prison can be the basis for policy change and the introduction and evaluation of risk reduction policies directed at these behaviors. In this article, we systematically review the epidemiologic literature on drug injection, sex, tattooing, and piercing among prisoners and conclude with some observations about methodological issues when studying risk behaviors in prison.

LITERATURE REVIEW

To provide a contemporary overview of the situation, we limited our review to papers published after December 2006. Published articles from peer-reviewed literature were identified from the following databases: Institute for Scientific Information Web of Science, Embase, PubMed/MEDLINE, and Cochrane Library. Gray literature was also sought (18). We considered 4 key risk behaviors: drug injection, sex, tattooing, and piercing. The search included publications in English, French, Spanish, German, Portuguese, and Arabic. Keywords appear in Web Appendix 1 (available at https://academic.oup.com/aie). We retrieved additional studies from reference lists of included publications.

Data were analyzed to produce prevalence estimates for each risk behavior. Only studies with numerators and denominators in terms of numbers of prisoners reporting the behaviors and the total prison sample were included in the meta-analysis (i.e., studies that provided data in percentages only were excluded). All meta-analyses were performed using random effects models, which account for interstudy variation, given the expected heterogeneity between studies. Heterogeneity was assessed using the \( I^2 \) statistic, which describes the percentage of variation between studies that is due to heterogeneity rather than chance. Regions with fewer than 3 studies of a risk behavior were excluded from the meta-analysis; thus, scarcity of data precluded pooled estimates for some regions or behaviors. Analyses were conducted in Stats Direct 3 (StatsDirect, Cheshire, United Kingdom).

RESULTS

Our search of databases identified 8,571 peer-reviewed and 4,150 gray literature publications, of which 154 met inclusion criteria (Figure 1). Data on inmates’ risk behavior were found for 53 of the 189 countries (28%) listed by the Joint United Nations Program on HIV/AIDS in 2017 (Web Table 1) (19).

Figure 2 shows the prevalence of the 3 risk behaviors. Injection drug use (IDU) and tattooing were prevalent in the Asia Pacific, Latin America, Caribbean, Western and Central Europe and North America regions. Sex was the least prevalent risk behavior, except in the West and Central Africa region.

Findings of the meta-analysis

We determined from our meta-analysis the prevalence of each risk behavior, the 95% confidence interval, and the \( I^2 \) value by region (Web Table 1). Regions with high levels of IDU were Asia Pacific (20.2%), Eastern Europe and Central Asia (17.3%), and Latin America and the Caribbean (11.3%), although that confidence interval is wide. In contrast, low levels of IDU were found in East and Southern Africa (0.6%) and West and Central Africa (0.5%). The highest levels of sexual activity in prisons were in the Western and Central Europe and North America region (12.1%) and West and Central Africa (13.6%), with reports of low levels of activity coming from the Middle East and North African regions (1.5%). Tattooing data were limited but high levels were reported in the Western and Central Europe and North American regions (14.7%), Asia Pacific (21.4%), and Latin America (45.4%) regions.

Injection drug use

IDU before imprisonment. Data on IDU before imprisonment were found for 40 countries. Low levels of IDU were reported from Ethiopia (0.5%) (20), Sri Lanka (4.3%) (21), Moldova (3.9%) (22), Tajikistan (4.2%) (23), Brazil (0%–10.2%) (24–30), Jamaica (0%) (31), Bulgaria (7.3%) (32), France (5.5% (33) and 7.7% (34)), and Turkey (5.5%) (35). Moderate levels of IDU were reported from Pakistan (39%) (36), Azerbaijan (31.6% (37) and 33.7% (38)), Bosnia and Herzegovina (17.4% (39), Kyrgyzstan (53.4%) (40), Lebanon (14.2%) (41), Belgium (15.2%) (32), Czech Republic (22.1%) (32), Germany (31%) (32), Hungary (10.4% (32) and 37.8% (42)), Ireland (26%) (43), Israel (32%) (44), Latvia (21.1%) (32), Portugal (12.6%) (32), and Scotland (32%) (45). Reports of high levels of IDU came from Taiwan (62.8%) (46) and Ukraine (48.7%) (47). Various levels of IDU before imprisonment came from Australia (37%–74.6%) (48–53), Iran (2%–42%) (54–60), Croatia (2%–35%) (32) 61, 62), Spain (7%–25.9%) (63–66), and the United States (3.6%–67.5%) (67–76).

IDU before imprisonment was higher among women than men in the following countries (data reported as men vs. women): Australia (40.1% vs. 52.4%) (49), Finland (57.3% vs. 63.6%) (77), Ireland (24% vs. 44%) (43), Scotland (31% vs. 60%) (45), and the United States (19.1% vs. 35.8%) (78). IDU before imprisonment was lower among women in the following countries: Sri Lanka (4.6% vs. 2.9%) (21), Brazil (0%–1.7% vs. 0%–1.3%) (29), and Croatia (24.7% vs. 19.2%) (61).

Data on IDU before imprisonment among drug-using prisoners were as follows: China, 80.6% (78.5% men; 86.6% women) (79), Sri Lanka (15.8%) (80), Taiwan (63.5% (81) and 88.2% (82)), Iran (18.3% (83) and 78.4% (84)), Canada (12.2% (85), France (67.8%) (86), Sweden (90.7%) (87), Switzerland (39.9%) (88), and the United States (49.2%–75.7%) (89–92).

High levels of IDU before imprisonment among prisoners living with HCV were found for Australia (86%) (93), Bosnia and Herzegovina (9.5%) (94), Italy (68%) (95), Spain (72.1%–82.9%) (96–98); among prisoners living with HIV in Indonesia (95.1%) (99), Malaysia (77.5%) (100), and 83.7% (101), Ukraine.
(57.9%–82.5%) (102), Israel (58.7%) (103), and Italy (80.5%) (104); and among HBV-positive prisoners in Iran (41.8%) (105).

Data on a history of shared IDU before imprisonment were found for Australia (16%–70%) (12, 48, 106, 107), Indonesia (94.5%) (108), Malaysia (53.1% (109), 66% (100)), Taiwan (16.9% (82), 40.6% (46)), Azerbaijan (12.7%) (37), Kyrgyzstan (11.2%) (40), Ukraine (74.1%) (110), Brazil (32.5%) (28), Iran (37.4%) (111), Lebanon (4.5%) (41), Croatia (19%) (62), France (1.8% (33), 49.8% (86)), Spain (7.9% (112), 55.3% (113)), Scotland (69%–86%) (114–118), and the United States (2.8%–90%) (69, 91, 92, 119, 120).

**IDU in prison.** The level of IDU before imprisonment reflects the proportion of PWID who enter prison, with few reports of drug initiation in prison (Web Figure 1), although a few prisoners (7% in Brazil (28) and 4% in England (121)) reported this. Levels of IDU within prison were reported in 36 countries, with rates ranging from 0.8% to 64% among men, from 1% to 62.5% among women, and from 0.2% to 82.7% for both sexes. Of note, a zero prevalence of shared IDU or needles while in prison was noted in Pakistan (36), Ethiopia (122), Burkina Faso (123), and Nigeria (124), where data for lifetime practices were also scarce.

Low levels of IDU in prison came from both African regions (i.e., East and Southern Africa, and West and Central Africa). Data were reported from Lesotho (0.8%, and 2.5%) (125), with similar levels reported in Senegal (0.6%) (126) and Togo (0.6% (126) and 0.9% (127)). Taiwan (0.2%) (128) reported the lowest

**Figure 1.** Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses diagram of studies published 2007–2017 and included in this review.
level of IDU in prison in the Asia Pacific Region, followed by 0.7% in Hungary (32), 0.37% in Lebanon (41), 1.9% in Portugal (32), 8.4% in Bosnia and Herzegovina (39) in the Eastern Europe and Central Asia region. A slightly higher level of IDU in prison was noted in Latin America and the Caribbean, ranging from 5% in Guatemala (129) to 9.2% in Brazil (130).

Moderate levels of IDU in prison were reported in France (24.2%) (86), Serbia (38.2%) (131), Iran (40.1%) (111), and Indonesia (56%) (108). The highest prevalence of IDU during prison was found in Mexico (61%) (132), England (64%) (121), the United States (62.5%) (92), Australia (82%) (93), and Kyrgyzstan (82.6%) (40).

Moderate levels of IDU in prison among people with HCV were reported in China (40.8%) (79), whereas lower levels were found in Bosnia and Herzegovina (1.5%) (94). The highest rate of PWID living with HCV who injected drugs in prison came from Spain (7.3% (96), 10.1% (97) and 82.7% (112)). Among those living with HIV, just over half of men and women in Ukraine (56.8%) (110) reported IDU while in prison; there were similar reports from Indonesia (39.3% (99) and 56% (108)).

Episodes of sharing needles within prison were reported in 3 Australian studies only, with a similar prevalence for both male and female prisoners in Queensland (96.6% and 92.9% respectively) (133). Lower levels of needle sharing were noted in a combined study across Queensland and New South Wales among both sexes in a sample of PWID (21.7%–25.1%) (134). Similar accounts of sharing were recorded from 37 prisons in New South Wales (19%–36%) (135).

### Sexual risk behavior

**Male sexual risk behavior before imprisonment.** We found data from 6 countries on sexual risk behavior before imprisonment; most came from inmates who identified as MSM. Multiple reports of inmates engaging in anal sex before imprisonment came from 2 countries: Brazil (0.5% (29), 3.9% (29), 5.5% (24) and 8.2% (30)) and the United States (3.7% (71), 17.3% (75), 18.1% (136), 50.6% (78), and 51.2% (69)). Male inmates’ reports of prior MSM were low, ranging from 0.3% in Croatia (61) to 3.7% (56) in Iran, and up to 13.5% in Australia (137). Among studies of the general prison population, who are mostly men, reports by MSM before imprisonment ranged from 2.5% in Scotland (45) to 8.6% in Lebanon (41). The only report from HIV-positive inmates having anal sex before imprisonment came from Israel (6.5%) (138).

**Sexual risk behavior in prison.** Data for sexual risk behavior were found from 18 countries, with most reports coming from samples of general prison populations (Web Figure 2). Most reports were of low levels of sexual risk behavior and these came from Jamaica (0%) (31), Togo (0.3%) (127), Indonesia (0.5%) (139), Iran (0.6%) (140), and the United States (0.7%–1.1%) (141). Countries that reported high levels of sexual risk behavior were Spain (34.7%) (142) and the United States (53%) (143). Among male inmates, the few reports came from Iran (2%–3%) (59), Germany (3.6%) (144), and Mexico (32.9%) (145).

Reports of sexual assault in prison came from male (1.6%) and female (1.9%) inmates in Ethiopia (20), and inmates in
Tanzania (1.2%) (146), Bosnia (1.65%) (39), and Germany (22.9%) (147). Some male inmates (2.3%) reported being coerced into having sex in Australia (53).

Tattooing

Prior tattooing. Reports of tattooing before imprisonment were found from 15 countries. Varying levels were identified, ranging from 3.3% to 60% in Iran (55–58, 111, 148) to 8% in Scotland (45). Moderate levels of tattooing before imprisonment were found in Azerbaijan (27%) (37), Brazil (27.4%–55.8%) (25, 26, 28, 130), France (42%) (149), Bosnia and Herzegovina (46.3%) (39), Moldova (54.4%) (22), the United States (59.5% (67), and 66.6% (150)), and Scotland (59% (116), 61% (118), and 62% (117)). Australia had the highest level of tattooing before imprisonment (73% (12) and 86% (93)). High levels were reported among male inmates in Australia (60%) (133), Croatia (42%) (62), Brazil (from 44% to 79.1%) (29), and Lesotho (42%) (125). Female inmates reported lower levels of tattooing before imprisonment in Iran (36.1%) (58); levels increased in Australia (56.7%) (133) and Brazil (48.1% (29), 62% (27), and 72.4% (29)). In Finland, women reported similar levels of tattooing before imprisonment as their male counterparts (59.1% and 57.3%, respectively) (77). Overall, little difference was noted in tattooing before imprisonment between male or female prisoners.

Among PWID, very high levels of tattooing before imprisonment were found Australia (72%–74.2%) (48, 135) and among Iranian male inmates (60.2% (111)); lower levels were reported among Indonesian drug users (26.4%) (151). Reports of prior tattooing among HIV-positive inmates indicated high levels in Indonesia (39.3%) (99), but low levels in Italy (10.1%) (152) and Iran (3.3%) (56). A large proportion of Australian inmates (86%) living with HCV reported receiving a tattoo before entering prison (93).

Tattooing in prison. The prevalence of tattooing in prison is reported for 13 countries in Web Figure 3. Moderate levels among general prison populations were found in Hungary (14.3%) (42), Scotland (7.7%–11.2%) (116–118, 125), Lesotho (28%) (125), Fiji (25%) (153), Serbia (13.1%) (131), and Bosnia and Herzegovina (11.2%) (39). A low level of tattooing was found among general prisoners in Iran (5.3%) (140).

Australia (13.4%) (133) and the United States (8.7%) (150) were the only countries with data on female prisoners receiving a tattoo during imprisonment. Comparatively, 6 countries reported on male prisoners: Burkina Faso (6%) (123), Lebanon (2.2%) (41), Bosnia and Herzegovina (17.5%) (94), the United States (19.3%) (150), and Australia (24.6%) (133). The highest report of ever receiving a tattoo while in prison was found among men in Brazil (57.6%) (30).

The prevalence of general prisoners who reported within prison tattooing and who were living with HCV ranged from 5% in Bosnia and Herzegovina (94) to 8.4% in Spain (97). Greater levels were observed for both male and female prisoners living with HIV in Ukraine (15.8%) (102) who reported receiving a tattoo during imprisonment.

Piercing

Piercing before imprisonment. Reports of piercing before imprisonment were found for 9 countries. Among general prisoners, high levels were reported in Australia (74.2%) (48), Brazil (65%) (26), the United States (53.3%) (67), and France (42%) (149). Moderate levels were reported among general prison populations in Moldova (27.5%) (22), Pakistan (21%) (36), and Scotland (3%) (45), 22%–23% (116–118). Reports of low levels of piercings before imprisonment came from Bosnia (11.1%) (39) and Indonesia (13.7%) (99).

More accounts of piercing before imprisonment were found for men than women. Data were sparse for women; the only report was from Brazil (19.7%–50% (27, 29)). A few male inmates in Australia (5.8%) (17) reported receiving penile implants before imprisonment. Brazil provided several reports of men who received a piercing before imprisonment (2.8%–94% (27, 29)).

In Australia, 77% of general prisoners reported ever having received a piercing before entering prison (12). Similar levels were identified among prisoners living with HIV and among Indonesian male inmates (9.5%) (99) and general prisoners in Italy (10.1%) (152).

Piercing in prison. Few data exist on the prevalence of within-prison piercing. We found reports of low levels of such activity among general prison populations in Bosnia (1.1%) (39), the United States (1.3%) (150), and Scotland (1.3%–2%) (116–118, 150).

From the few existing data, male prisoners appeared more likely to receive a piercing within prison than did female prisoners. The highest proportion of men receiving a piercing while in prison was found in Fiji, where 28% indicated having penile beading, a form of piercing, within prison (153). Of the 3.8% of Australian male inmates who reported prior penile implants, 73% indicated they received them while in prison (17); another sample of male inmates in Australian prisons (14.6%) also reported receiving a piercing in prison (133). Significantly lower levels of in-prison piercing were found among male Brazilian inmates (0.4%) (25). According to reported data, 12% of women in Australian prisons were reported to have ever received a piercing in prison (133).

DISCUSSION

Overall, we found a high prevalence of HIV risk behaviors in prison settings internationally in the context of a high background prevalence of infections (4). Outbreaks of infection (and in the case of HCV, reinfection) are cause for concern. Our findings underscore the critical importance of evidence-based prevention and harm reduction measures in prison settings. With an estimated 30 million people passing through prisons globally each year (154), failure to bring evidence-based infection control to scale in prison settings, particularly those where the prevalence of infection is high, will have a substantial and measurable effect on public health (155, 156).

Needle and syringe programs (63) and opioid substitution treatment (157) reduce the risks of acquiring HIV by reducing the shared use of syringes and the level of IDU, but coverage remains poor (158–160). Iran reported 2 large HIV outbreaks in prisons, with hundreds infected (161). These outbreaks were the impetus for the introduction of needle and syringe programs and expansion of methadone programs in prison. More work is required to identify and overcome barriers to uptake and scaling up of these interventions in prison settings, particularly where
IDU is common (162). It was beyond the scope of this review to consider which drugs were being injected, but with increasing use and injection of methamphetamine around the world (163), which presents the same risks as heroin injection, there is a need to identify effective treatment in prison. Prison needle and syringe programs remain critical, but additional research is required to identify other scalable responses, and, in particular, to determine the potential for agonist treatments for methamphetamine dependence. Preliminary evidence has not been encouraging (164); psychologically based interventions appear to hold more promise in the treatment of amphetamine dependence (165).

We found few studies on sexual risk behavior in prison. In most of these studies, the reported prevalence was low, with the exception of some studies based on selected samples (e.g., MSM). Sexual activity in prison is almost always between people of the same sex, is highly stigmatized in almost all settings, and criminalized in some countries. It is also likely that IDU is a stigmatized activity. As such, it is likely that the actual prevalence of these activities in prisons is higher than that reported, although even in studies in which considerable effort has been made to minimize reporting bias, relatively low prevalence of sexual activity (and an even lower prevalence of rape or sexual assault) has been found in prisons, particularly among men (166).

Nevertheless, given the elevated prevalence of HIV and other sexually transmitted infections in prisoners (4, 167) and absence of condoms in most prison settings (168), sexual activity in prison carries a comparatively high risk of transmission of infection. There is evidence that condom provision does not increase sexual activity among prisoners (166) and good evidence that consistent condom use reduces transmission of sexually transmitted infections in these settings (169). Additional research is required to document existing coverage of condoms in prisons globally.

In most studies, a high proportion of prisoners had been tattooed, although some studies did not ask whether the tattoo was acquired in the community or in prison. Among the studies that did report on tattooing in prison, the prevalence was high in most and, in some regions, piercing or other body-modification practices (e.g., penile beading) were prevalent. In the absence of sterile equipment, tattooing, piercing, and other body-modification practices in these settings pose a risk for the transmission of blood-borne infections. In another study, researchers found that among prisoners with a history of IDU, those who continued to inject in prison were more likely to be HCV exposed, to have received a tattoo in prison, and to have a history of risky sexual behavior, highlighting the concentration of risk in a subset of the prison population and the potential for such infections to spread beyond the population of PWID (170).

We observed large variation in prevalence estimates both within and between regions. It is unclear from the available data (and given methodological limitations discussed later in this section) to what extent these reflect real differences between settings versus variability due to sampling bias and/or underreporting. It is a widely held view that prisons reflect and amplify the prevalence of infection in the surrounding community (4) and it is likely that the extent of this amplification varies between settings as a function of, among other things, incarceration rates, criminal justice responses to drug use and sexual behavior in the community and in prison, the prevalence of infection and risk behaviors in prison settings, and coverage of evidence-based responses to these risk behaviors.

We also observed important gaps in the evidence, predictably concentrated in low- and middle-income countries, which account for most of the world’s prisoners (5). Given the critical role of prison settings in responding to HIV and HCV epidemics more broadly, the almost complete lack of data on blood-borne viral risk behaviors in prisons in many low- and middle-income countries is a significant barrier to advocating for the introduction of and informing the scale-up of evidence-based responses in these settings. There remains an urgent need for investment in epidemiologic studies of infectious disease and associated risk behaviors, and of the coverage of evidence-based responses to reduce infection risk in prisons in low- and middle-income countries.

Evidence indicates that inmates have attempted to reduce their risk of infection. Reported strategies include decontaminating syringes with bleach or a flame (3), although the effectiveness of these methods is questionable, especially with regard to neutralizing the hepatitis C virus. There have also been reports of inmates in Australia using plastic bread bags and margarine as makeshift condoms and lubricants to protect themselves (168).

We restricted the focus of our review to drug injection, sexual activity, tattooing, and skin piercing, although other possible risk behaviors have been reported. In an Australian study, researchers reported that the occurrence of bloody fights (42%) and being stabbed (32%) were common among a sample of prisoners and linked these behaviors to HCV acquisition (12). In Australia, a prison officer was deliberately injected by a prisoner with a blood-filled syringe and infected with HIV; the officer subsequently died (171). In the United States, a sheriff acquired hepatitis C after blood splashed in his eyes as he broke up a fight between inmates (172). Although these incidents do not reflect inmates’ risk behaviors under investigation, they highlight the risky nature of the prison setting for those who work there.

Methodological issues

Our prevalence estimates were limited by the quality of the original studies, including their variability of methods, sampling, and geographic areas that we used for comparing countries. Studies of stigmatized and illegal behaviors are often susceptible to underreporting, and these demand characteristics are particularly salient in prison settings, where the consequences of engaging in proscribed behaviors can be significant. Underreporting of stigmatized behaviors is almost inevitable but can be minimized through careful research design and implementation. It is pivotal that studies of such behaviors in prison settings be conducted ethically and independently of correctional authorities and correctional health providers. Research participants are unlikely to disclose such behavior if they fear doing so may have consequences for their management or health care in prison. Some researchers have gone to even greater lengths to minimize demand characteristics, such as in an Australian study, in which researchers used computer-assisted telephone interviews conducted over an unmonitored telephone line into the prison to ask questions about sexual behavior in prison (166). An alternative approach is to recruit participants in prison to minimize sampling bias, and to delay telephone interviewing until after release from prison to minimize reporting bias (173).
Our meta-analysis also may be limited by heterogeneity in classification of risk behaviors. Definitions and recall periods researchers used to classify IDU, sex in prison, and tattooing varied across studies and may have resulted in underestimation of the prevalence of these behaviors in prison.

Summary and future research

Standardized monitoring would enable researchers to detect change and enhance comparison of behaviors around the world. “HIV prevention, treatment and care in prisons and other closed settings: a comprehensive package of interventions” was developed by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (174) as a resource to support countries in an effort to mount an effective response to HIV and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome in prisons and other settings. The availability and coverage of effective harm-reduction services in prisons are disproportionate to the incidence of HIV in prison (175). An enormous gap exists in the introduction and expansion of interventions in prisons (159), leading to missed opportunities to prevent, diagnose, and treat HIV and other infections (8). We recommend wider adoption of the UN package, which, of course, should be underpinned by good data on current coverage and program evaluation.

Prisons are burdened with a high prevalence of infectious diseases, a high prevalence of risk behaviors for transmission of these diseases, and, in most settings, a striking lack of evidence-based infection control measures, even when such measures are available in the surrounding community. Given that most prisoners return to these communities, failure to implement effective responses has repercussions not only prisoner health but also for public health.
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